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Tůma's time   

TOP 09 needs Zdeněk Tůma now more than ever. Which is ironic, because the party 
did what it could to sideline him at city hall. Tůma resigned last month as head of 

the city assembly's finance committee, citing a busy travel schedule as a consultant at 
KPMG. In his "exit interviews," he spoke surprisingly conciliatorily about how he was 
unceremoniously outvoted 24-1 when he backed Vladimír Lich as DP Praha's CEO. But 
Tůma's refusal to go out kicking and screaming was probably mainly a business deci-
sion (it would not reflect well on KPMG) and should not be construed as acceptance 
of TOP's practices. When ČT asked Miroslav Kalousek last night whether Tůma is a 

candidate to replace Jaromír Drábek, he said that Tůma would make an excellent labor 
minister but can be scratched off the list because of his work commitments. In politi-
cal jargon, this is called "lowering expectations." Wooing Tůma back won't be easy.
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In July 2011, ČEZ declared that by the time Temelín 3&4 construction is underway, it 
will be making so much money that it will not need a loan. In January 2012, we 
published research demonstrating that ČEZ lacks the financial strength to undertake 
the project without photovoltaic-like subsidies guaranteed by the state and 
underwritten by the Czech taxpayer. Today, both ČEZ and its majority shareholder 
acknowledge this fact and lobby for nuclear feed-in tariffs.
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Glossary
to sideline - to remove someone from the center of activity or attention; to place someone in a less influential position; exit interview - a survey or discussion held with someone when he or she is separating from an organization or relationship; conciliatorily - in a peacemaking or appeasing manner; unceremoniously - in an abrupt or discourteous way; kicking and screaming - in a way that makes a lot of noise or commotion; to construe - to interpret in a particular way; to woo someone - to seek the favor or support of someone.


